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Abstract

Deep learning is a rapidly-evolving technology with the possibility to significantly improve the physics reach
of collider experiments. In this study we developed a novel vertex finding algorithm for future lepton colliders
such as the International Linear Collider. We deploy two networks: one consists of simple fully-connected
layers to look for vertex seeds from track pairs, and the other is a customized Recurrent Neural Network
with an attention mechanism and an encoder-decoder structure to associate tracks to the vertex seeds. The
performance of the vertex finder is compared with the standard ILC vertex reconstruction algorithm.
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1. Introduction

Machine learning has long been used for event reconstruction and analysis in particle physics. Deep learning
(DL) techniques, which have advanced rapidly in recent years and are widely applied to various fields of science
and technology such as image recognition and automatic translation, have also started to be applied to particle
physics as a natural extension of traditional machine learning [1, 2, 3]. Application of DL methods to the
event reconstruction can open new possibilities such as e!ciently using parallel computing resources and using
various methods on optimization and tuning being developed in DL studies.

The International Linear Collider (ILC) [4] is an e+e! collider project being considered for construction
in Japan with an initial center-of-mass energy of 250 GeV. One of the main targets of the ILC is precise
measurement of the Higgs boson couplings to various particles, which will provide critical information to search
for and identify Beyond-Standard-Model (BSM) theories. Measurements of final states including heavy-flavor
(b or c) quarks are especially important in Higgs studies since the Higgs boson couples more strongly to heavier
particles.

A major discriminant between b and c quarks from light quarks (u/d/s) is the existence of secondary vertices
in the jets, since b and c hadrons have finite decay lengths (c!) of 400-500 µm and 20-300 µm, respectively.
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Since b hadrons mostly decay to c hadrons, b jets usually have secondary and tertiary vertices corresponding
to the decays of b and c hadrons, while c jets have only secondary vertices. Secondary and tertiary vertices
can be identified by finding points in space at which multiple charged tracks meet within their uncertainties,
and which are significantly separated from the event’s interaction point (IP) or primary vertex. The standard
method of primary and secondary vertex finding used by ILC experiments is LCFIPlus [5], an integrated jet
reconstruction tool consisting of vertex finder, jet clustering and jet flavor tagging algorithms. The secondary
vertex finder in LCFIPlus is based on the “build-up” technique, which finds track-pairs whose intersection
is compatible with secondary vertices as vertex candidates, to which it adds other tracks which pass certain
quality selection criteria. It depends on many human-tuned parameters for the selection.

In this study, we developed a new vertex finding algorithm using a recurrent neural network (RNN) and
an attention mechanism [6, 7, 8]. The RNN is a network to process sequential data, often used for speech
recognition and natural language processing (NLP). Attention is an emerging technique in DL, initially devel-
oped to improve RNN-based networks. Our vertex finder is designed to replace the vertex finder in LCFIPlus,
facilitating direct comparison of their performance. Tensorflow (2.1.0) [9] and Keras (2.3.1) [10] are used as
the DL framework for the design and training of the network. An essential benefit of the ML-based algo-
rithm is to utilize generic methods of optimization (ie. training and hyperparameter tuning) of the networks
for minimum-biased comparison of the performance with various configurations. This feature can be used
to determine configurations and parameters of the detectors based on consideration of physics performance.
Manual selection-based algorithms (as LCFIPlus), in contrast, should be optimized for each configuration
with dedicated algorithms, which need intensive work of experts with limited availability and also more easily
introduce biases on the detector optimization.

Event samples fully simulated in the International Large Detector (ILD) [11], one of the detector concepts
for the ILC, were used to train the vertex finder and to estimate its performance throughout this study. The
ILD detector features impact parameter resolution of a few µm for high transverse momentum tracks as well as
precise tracking detectors and high-granular calorimetry optimized for particle flow reconstruction, resulting
in excellent heavy-flavor jet identification and reconstruction. Two-fermion samples of e+e! ! bb̄ and cc̄ at"
s = 91 GeV, produced by the Whizard event generator [12], and Pythia hadronization [13] are used as the

input of the detector simulation. Initial-state radiation, finite beam spot size and beam-related background are
not considered in this study, since those e"ects are expected to be small after appropriate removal algorithms
as studied in [5] and there are no ILC beam parameters defined at

"
s = 91 GeV. The jet energy of 2-jet

final states in
"
s = 91 GeV largely corresponds to the main target of the Higgs factory of

"
s = 250 GeV,

Higgs decays giving 4-6 fermions in the final states, thus the performance of vertex finding is expected to
approximate the performance of these final states. Details of the usage of the data samples are summarized
in Appendix A.

2. Networks

The basic concept of our vertex finder is “build-up”, similar to LCFIPlus. We use two networks to realize
a DL-based build-up vertex finder.1 The first “seed-finding” network considers whether track pairs form a
suitable vertex “seed” candidate, and the second “vertex production” network determines if remaining tracks
should be associated to candidate seed vertices. Detailed structures and hyperparameters of the networks are
shown in Appendix B.

1The paper[2] also proposes DL-based methods, but they are not two-step algorithms like this paper or LCFIPlus and do not
use the attention mechanism.
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2.1. Network for track pairs - Seed finding

The network for track pairs is one of the two networks for vertex finding. Given as input the parameters
listed in Table 1 of two tracks, the network predicts the vertex’s type, as listed in Table 2, and its distance
from the IP. Momentum and charge are duplicated data, which are included to let the network take more
notice on them.

Name Description Number of parameters
track parameters d0, z0, !, ", tan# 5
covariance matrix upper triangle of the covariance matrix of the track parameters 15
momentum magnitude of the momentum of the track 1
charge charge of the track 1

Table 1: List of the input variables of a single track. z0 and d0 are the impact parameters along the beam axis and
perpendicular to the beam axis, respectively, ! is the initial angle of the track in the r! plane, " is the signed
curvature of the track and # is dip angle.

Name Description
NC tracks from di!erent vertices (Not Connected)
PV track pair from the primary vertex
SVCC track pair from a secondary vertex of charm flavor in the final state of cc̄
SVBB track pair from a secondary vertex of bottom flavor in the final state of bb̄
TVCC track pair from a tertiary vertex of charm flavor in the final state of bb̄
SVBC one track originated from a b hadron and the other from a c hadron, within the same decay chain
Others track pair orignated from another particle such as $ , a strange hadron or a photon conversion

Table 2: Categorization of track pairs (“seed type”) of the first network.

The true labels of seed types were obtained from Monte-Carlo (MC) information. The output of the vertex
fitter of LCFIPlus is used as the true label of the vertex distance.

The network processes a track pair, and performs a 7-class categorization of the seed types and a regression
to obtain the vertex distance. The structure is a simple feed-forward network and batch normalization layers
are inserted between fully connected layers, as shown in Figure 1. The network is divided into two sections,
classification and regression, at the last activation layer.

All track pairs from bb̄ and cc̄ events (about 147k events each, with 80% for training and 20% for validation
and 219k events each for test) are used to optimize the network. Since the PV and NC categories are provided
from both bb̄ and cc̄ events, these tracks were sampled in half before mixing the events. Figure 2 shows the
statistics of each category after the mixing. The Cost-Sensitive Learning scheme [14] is used to weight the loss
function accounting for the statistics of the categories to avoid the ine"ective training due to the imbalanced
statistics. The total loss function including the regression is as follows:

LCE = #rNC tNC log (yNC)# rPV tPV log (yPV)# rSVCC tSVCC log (ySVCC)# rSVBB tSVBB log (ySVBB)

# rTVCC tTVCC log (yTVCC)# rSVBC tSVBC log (ySVBC)# rOthers tOthers log (yOthers)

LMSLE = (ln (tdistance + 1)# ln (ydistance + 1))2

LTot = wvertexLCE + wdistanceLMSLE

(1)

where LCE is the loss function for the 7-class classification, LMSLE is the mean-squared logarithmic error
(MSLE) loss function of the vertex distance regression, and LTot is their weighted sum.
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r{NC, PV, SVCC, SVBB, SVBB, TVCC, SVBC, Others} are inverse of the number of data in each category to the
number of data in the “Others” category. tx (= 0 or 1) and yx are the true labels and predicted scores,
respectively. wx of the third formula are fixed to mainly train the regression in the early epochs and mainly train
the classification in the later epochs. Providing the vertex distance, an important variable for categorization,
helps common fully-connected layers to be more e!ciently structured. The vertex distance is used for the
vertex selection at later process.

Fully Connected
Input

Batch Normalization
Activation (ReLU)
Fully Connected

Batch Normalization
Activation (ReLU)
Fully Connected

Batch Normalization
Activation (ReLU)

Fully Connected
Output

FC

SVCC SVBB TVCCPVNC SVBC Others Vertex Distance

Fully Connected

Figure 1: Structure of the network for track pairs.

The number of samples in each class

58.9%

30.3%

1.6% 3.0% 1.5%
4.2%

0.5%

Figure 2: Statistics of individual categories after the
random selection of 50% in PV and NC cate-
gories, for a 1:1 mixture of the bb̄ and cc̄ sam-
ples.

The classification performance of this network is shown in Figure 3. The e!ciencies and purities of NC
and PV categories are reasonably high. The vetoing performance that the track pairs from non-SV categories
(NC, PV, Others) are not mis-classified to SV categories (SVCC, SVBB, TVCC, SVBC) is 92.3% and the SV
tagging e!ciency that the track pairs from SV categories are classified to any SV categories is 90.9%. Thus
a reasonable performance of the classification of NC and PV categories and separation of SV categories from
other categories is seen. While individual SV categories are mixed with other SV categories, all track pairs
of these categories are used as secondary vertex candidates in the following process without using detailed
categorization and thus the mixture is not harmful. The detailed categorization is aimed to improve the
performance by optimizing the network with events of several di"erent natures. Significant mis-identification
of pairs with the true label of NC to other categories is seen in the purity matrix due to the dominant fraction
of the true label of NC. However, since most of the NC-labeled track pairs are composed of a track from
primary vertex and one from another vertex, we can reduce the contamination of primary tracks by removing
tracks included in the reconstructed primary vertex at the later process.

The weights r{NC, PV, SVCC, SVBB, SVBB, TVCC, SVBC, Others} are set for equal importance of each category.
Increasing weights to categories related to secondary vertices would increase the e!ciency to be correctly
selected but at a cost of increase of significant contamination from primary and not-connected categories,
which is not favorable.

2.2. Network to associate tracks - Vertex production

The second network is used to generate a vertex by adding tracks one by one to each vertex seed obtained
by the seed-finding network. The RNN framework was adopted for this network since the number of tracks
varies in each event. We designed a network to update the vertex using the long short-term memory (LSTM)
structure [15]. Detailed design of our network is described in the following paragraphs.
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Figure 3: Confusion matrices for e"ciency (left) and purity (right). In the e"ciency matrix the sum of the each row
is unity, while in the purity matrix the sum of the each column is unity.

Standard LSTM Structure
The standard LSTM contains the following equations.

vN = vN!1 $ "(Wf tN +RfhN!1) + tanh(WctN +RchN!1)$ "(WitN +RihN!1)

hN = tanh[vN!1 $ "(Wf tN +RfhN!1) + tanh(WctN +RchN!1)$ "(WitN +RihN!1)]

$ "(WotN +RohN!1)

(2)

where W , and R are matrices for trainable weights, and vN , hN and tN are information about the N th hidden
states (memory cell), the output and the input, respectively. The subscripts “o”, “f”, “i”, and “c” indicate
LSTM gates for output, forget, input, and cell, respectively. “$” denotes element-wise multiplication, and "
is the sigmoid function.

Figure 4 (left) shows a cell of the standard LSTM. Each cell of the network takes as input a single track and
determines whether it should be associated to the vertex whose information is stored in the “memory”. If the
track is accepted, the “memory” is updated with the track. Parameters of a track pair selected by the seed-
finding network are connected to two fully-connected layers with batch normalization and ReLU activation to
calculate the initial state of the memory.

One issue of using the LSTM structure in this network is that LSTM heavily depends on the order in which
tracks are provided, while in this application the track order is immaterial. On the other hand, we would like
to retain the vertex state, which changes with the addition of tracks. To reduce the dependence on the order
of the tracks, we implemented two extentions as described in the following.

Extension 1 — Dedicated LSTM Structure
Figure 4 (right) shows a cell of the modified network. Each step of the cell (1, 2, 3) in Figure 5 is calculated

as:

1. hN = "(dh[tanh(vN!1)$ "(WotN +RovN!1)])

2. v!
N = vN!1 $ "(Wf tN +RfvN!1) + tanh(WctN +RcvN!1)$ "(WitN +RivN!1)

3. vN = (1# hN )vN!1 + hNv!
N

(3)
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where dh, W , and R are a vector and matrices for trainable weights, and vN and tN are information about
the N th hidden states of the vertex and the input track, respectively. The subscripts “o”, “f”, “i”, and “c”
indicate LSTM gates for output, forget, input, and cell, respectively. hN is the N th output between 0 and 1,
showing whether the N th track is associated to the (N#1)th vertex. “$” denotes element-wise multiplication,
and " is the sigmoid function. The operations of Eq. (3) can be understood as follows:

1. determine whether the N th track is associated to the (N # 1)th vertex
2. calculate the updated vertex with the N th track and the (N # 1)th vertex
3. adopt N th vertex if the track is associated in step 1, and keep the (N # 1)th vertex if it is not associated

Compared to the original LSTM cell, the hidden state of the short-term memory is e"ectively removed in
the dedicated LSTM cell. This is expected to reduce the e"ect of the track ordering and thus provide more
robust vertex association regardless of the ordering of the tracks while keeping updating vertex state with
associating tracks.

Extension 2 — Attention with Encoder-Decoder Network
As a further extension, we have implemented an encoder-decoder network with an attention mechanism

using a dedicated LSTM cell. It enables the use of encoded information of all tracks related to the vertex
to determine if each track should be associated to the vertex or not with an attention-based decoder. The
attention encoder-decoder model is shown in Figure 6. A bidirectional RNN is used for the encoder part to
further reduce the dependence on the order of the tracks. Encoder (blue) and decoder (red) cells are modified
LSTM cells as described above. The encoder cell is modified as:

hN = tanh(vN!1)$ "(WotN +RovN!1) (4)

to provide multi-dimensional variables to the encoder output.
In the decoder cell, attention weights are calculated with the additive attention scheme using the encoder

output as follows:

eN = uenergy(K Ukey + TN Uquery)

aN = (aN,0, aN,1, aN,2, · · · aN,i, · · · )

=

!
exp (eN,0)"
j exp (eN,j)

,
exp (eN,1)"
j exp (eN,j)

,
exp (eN,2)"
j exp (eN,j)

, · · · exp (eN,i)"
j exp (eN,j)

, · · ·
#

cN = aNV

hN = "(dh[tanh(vN!1)$ "(WotN +RovN!1 + CocN )])

v!
N = tanh(WctN +RcvN!1 + CccN )$ "(WitN +RivN!1 + CicN )

+ vN!1 $ "(Wf tN +RfvN!1 + CfcN )

vN = (1# hN )vN!1 + hNv!
N

(5)

where u and U are a list and matrices of the trainable weights for the additive attention. The key K and value
V are the same matrix of the encoder output. The N th query TN is a matrix with the N th track stacked.
eN , aN , and cN are the energy, the attention weights, and the context for the N th query, respectively. Cx

are matrices of the trainable weights for the context. The first three equations calculate the attention. The
last three equations show the extension of the dedicated LSTM structure. Initial hidden states v0 of both the
bidirectional RNNs of the encoder part and the single RNN of the decoder part are calculated in the same
way as for the simple LSTM case, by two fully-connected layers with input variables of track-pairs.
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With the dedicated LSTM cell, we still have e"ect of the track ordering since the vertex state at the first
track only includes vertex seeds while the last track can see additional information from associated tracks. This
can be improved with adding an encoder-decoder feature to the LSTM network since information of all tracks
should be included in the encoded information. Attention is a mechanism to e!ciently derive information of
encoded data to the individual selections at the decoder.

× +

× ×
σ tanhσ σ

tanh

c̃N
iNfN oN

hN

tN

v'N

hN

vN-1

σ

vN
× +

× ×
σ tanhσ σ

tanh

c̃N
iNfN oN

vN-1
hN

hN-1

tN

vN

hN

LSTM Dedicated LSTM

Figure 4: Structure of the standard LSTM (left) and the dedicated LSTM (right). The “oN”, “fN”, “iN”, and “c̃N”
indicate LSTM gates for output, forget, input, and cell, respectively. The red circle in right figure means
the output is calculated using the old vertex which not containing the Nth track Eq. (3). See text for the
details.

Track t

vN!1Vertex New Vertex

Connected  
or Not

vN

tN

ht

Updated Vertex

or

1

2

3

Figure 5: Schematic of the dedicated LSTM
cell. The numbers in the circles
stand for the steps formulated in
the text. Blue arrows show tracks
in the input vertex and red arrows
show the input track.

Custom LSTM Custom Attention LSTM

・・・

c / n c / n c / n c / n connected / not

・・・

Track 1 Track 2 Track3 Track4 1 Event Track Nmax

Track 1 Track 2 Track 3 Track 4 1 Event

・・・

Track Nmax

・・・

Encoder Output / key, value
Vertex Seed 
(Track Pair)

Vertex Seed 
(Track Pair)

Vertex Seed 
(Track Pair)

Figure 6: Schematic of the attention encoder-decoder model. The
upper part is the bidirectional LSTM for the encoder, and
the lower part is the attention LSTM for the decoder. The
blue and red circles show custom LSTM cells explained
in the text.

Training
Samples of track pairs for the initial state and multiple tracks for the sequential input are necessary for

the training. Track pairs coming from the same vertex in the MC information are used for the initial states
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and all tracks in the same event are used for the sequential input. Since the training of the RNN in the Keras
framework requires sequential input with fixed length, dummy tracks with all track parameters set to zero were
used for the padding if the number of tracks was smaller than the fixed length. To discriminate dummy tracks
one additional variable with a flag of whether it is a dummy track or a real track is added to the sequential
input, resulting in 23 variables in total. The order of the tracks is shu#ed at each training epoch to further
reduce the dependence of the training result on the order of the tracks. About 35k bb̄ and cc̄ events are used
for optimizing the network, with 80% for training and 20% for validation.

Figure 7 shows the training curves of the three types of networks. The Simple Standard LSTM stands
for the result with the standard LSTM structure, and the Simple Dedicated LSTM stands for the result with
the cell structure of Figure 5 with a simple RNN without the encoder-decoder and attention structures. The
Attention Dedicated LSTM stands for the network described in Figure 6. The two tracks used as the vertex
seed were excluded from the calculation of the accuracy, true positive fraction, and true negative fraction. The
clear improvement with the use of the dedicated LSTM structure and the attention encoder-decoder structure
is seen. The instability of the training seen with the standard LSTM may be due to shu#ing the track order
at each epoch. This e"ect is not seen in dedicated LSTM models which do not have short-term memories
sensitive to track ordering.

Figure 8 shows the attention weights of one example event independent of training and validation samples.
Each circle shows a track with the same order for the encoder and the decoder tracks. The di"erence of the
numbers of the tracks is due to the dummy tracks placed only in the encoder tracks. It shows that since the
tracks not associated to the vertex tend to have relatively larger weights to dummy tracks than real tracks,
the dummy tracks work for preventing “not connected” tracks from receiving information from real tracks.

3. Vertex Finder with Deep Learning

In this section we describe the application of these networks to vertex finding, and compare the resulting
performance to an existing algorithm, LCFIPlus.

3.1. Algorithm

Figure 9 shows a schematic diagram of our vertex finder using the two networks. Primary and secondary
vertices are reconstructed by the following steps.

1. Use the “network for seed finding” to identify vertex seeds among all pairs of tracks.
2. Use vertex seeds labeled as PV to generate a primary vertex using the “network for vertex production”.
3. Select secondary vertex seeds.
4. Recurrently generate secondary vertices until selected secondary seeds are exhausted.

In Step 1, every track pair is labeled as PV, SV (SVBB, SVCC, TVCC, SVBC) or others (NC, Others)
by inference of the “network for seed finding”. In Step 2, pairs labeled as PV are sorted in descending order
of the PV score of the seed-finding network, and used to calculate the initial state of the “network for vertex
production”. All tracks in the event are used as sequential input, and tracks with scores larger than a parameter
“score for PV production” are assigned as tracks from the primary vertex. This step is repeated according
to a parameter “number of PV seeds” and all tracks labeled as assigned to any of the PV seeds are used to
form a combined primary vertex. Step 3 is a set of preselections of seeds of secondary vertices at thresholds
of parameters “score for SV seeds” and “vertex distance” with the output of the seed-finding network. The
selections are applied to reduce the contamination of NC track pairs misassigned to SV. Track pairs including
track(s) assigned to PV in Step 2 are also removed from the list of seeds. The remaining track pairs are listed
in descending order of the SV score. Step 4 is the building of secondary vertices with the seeds listed at Step

8



Figure 7: Comparison of the training curve (upper-left: loss function, upper-right: accuracy, lower-left: true-positive
fraction, lower-right: true-negative fraction) for the three LSTM structures. See text for the details of each
structure.
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Dummy Tracks

Figure 8: Strength of attention weights between encoder and decoder tracks of a certain vertex in a single test event.
Darker lines show higher attention weights. The tracks associated to the vertex are labeled “Connected”,
and the tracks not associated to the vertex are labeled “Not Connected”.

All Tracks  
in one Event

Network 
for Seed Finding

All combinations 
of Track Pairs

Network 
for Vertex Production

Network 
for Vertex Production

Primary Vertex Secondary Vertices

SV Seed Selection

Remaining Tracks

PV SV

①

② ④

③

Figure 9: Schematic diagram of our vertex finder. Numbers show corresponding steps in the text. Black arrows are
for “all tracks” and magenta arrows are for “remaining tracks”. See text for the details.
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3. All tracks in the event are used again as sequential input, and tracks with scores larger than a parameter
“score for SVs production” are assigned as tracks from the secondary vertex. If a track is assigned to both
the primary and the secondary vertex, the scores for the primary and secondary vertices are compared. When
the score of secondary vertex is higher, the track is dropped from the primary vertex, and is assigned to the
secondary vertex. When the score of primary vertex is higher, the track remains to be assigned to the primary
vertex and is not assigned to the secondary vertex. We keep the secondary vertex without the concerned
track. Since the seeded tracks of the secondary vertex are kept, we believe that it should not significantly
degrade the results of forming secondary vertices. Step 4 is repeated until all vertex seeds are used. Track
pairs including track(s) already assigned to previous secondary vertices are removed from the list of the seeds
and the sequential input. The parameters written above are summarized with optimized values in Table 3.
The “score for SV seeds” are total scores of the SVs form “network for seed finding”. The “score for SV seeds”
and “vertex distance” are optimized by performance of SV seed selection using Precision-Recall curve. The
threshold of “vertex distance” was changed for every 10 (mm) in 10 - 100 (mm). The other parameters are
optimized by performance of vertex finding. The “number of PV seed” were compared with 1-3 seeds and the
“score for PV production” and the “score for SVs production” were tuned by every 0.05 scores.

Name Description Value
score for SV seeds sum of the scores for SVs obtained by the “network for seed finding” > 0.88
vertex distance [mm] distance of the vertex from the IP predicted by the “network for seed finding” < 30.0
number of PV seeds number of PV seeds to be used for the initial state of PV production network 3
score for PV production score for the PV obtained by the “network for vertex production” > 0.50
score for SVs production score for the SVs obtained by the “network for vertex production” > 0.75

Table 3: List of parameters for the vertex finder with optimized values. See text for details of the parameters.

3.2. Performance

Table 4 shows the combined performance of our vertex finder compared with LCFIPlus, using about 35k
bb̄ events at

"
s = 91 GeV that are statistically independent of the training and validation samples. Since the

event sample and configuration of LCFIPlus is essentially the same as [5], we assume that LCFIPlus is already
optimized in this setup. In the table each track is categorized according to the MC information as follows.

• Primary: Tracks originating from the primary vertex.
• Bottom: Tracks whose parents with non-zero lifetimes include bottom hadrons, except tracks of the
Charm category.

• Charm: Tracks whose parents with non-zero lifetimes include charm hadrons (except Bc hadrons).
• Others: All the other tracks, such as those from ! decays, strange hadrons, or photon conversions.

The table shows the fraction of tracks in each category associated to the reconstructed secondary vertices.
The tracks in the secondary vertices are further categorized by two criteria:

• from same decay chain: all associated tracks come from a single decay chain in MC information, de-
scending from the same b hadron.

• from same parent particle: all associated tracks come from the same most immediate parent particle
with a non-zero lifetime.

The table shows that the track-based e!ciency to be associated to the secondary vertices is 5-10% higher
with the DL-based vertex finder, compared with LCFIPlus, with > 95% of the heavy flavor tracks included
in a vertex being attached to a vertex all of whose tracks originate from the same decay chain as seen by
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comparing the second and third rows of the table. Contamination from primary and other tracks is, however,
higher for the DL-based vertex finder. This finding indicates that the DL-based vertex finder is reasonably
functional. The processing time is about 0.27 sec/event with a GPU (NVIDIA TITAN RTX). The processing
time of LCFIPlus is about 0.75 sec/event with a CPU (Intel Core i7-4771 3.5GHz using a single core).

The vertex finder in LCFIPlus includes removal of bad-quality tracks and rejection of V0 tracks (ie. tracks
from a KS

0 , $ decay or a photon converted at the detector), which are currently not implemented in the
current DL-based algorithm. Removing bad-quality tracks and V0 vertices during the seed finding phase will
be considered to improve the performance. Also we will try to build a new architecture for “the network for
track pairs” to utilize geometric information in more systematic manners, such as geometric mappings using
parametric representation of the tracks. More comprehensive comparison after adding these features will be
done as a future work. Since the optimization of the selection criteria is heavily related to the flavor tagging
algorithm, it is also planned to be studied concurrently with the re-implementation of the flavor tagging
algorithm with a modern DL-based network.

Algorithm Track origin Primary Bottom Charm Others
Total number of tracks 307 657 187 283 180 143 42 888
Tracks in secondary vertices 2.2% 63.3% 68.4% 9.5%

DL-based ...from the same decay chain - 62.3% 67.2% -
(this work) ...from the same parent particle - 38.1% 36.2% 6.4%

Tracks in secondary vertices 0.2% 57.9% 60.3% 0.5%
LCFIPlus ...from the same decay chain - 57.5% 59.9% -

...from the same parent particle - 34.0% 37.2% 0.3%

Table 4: Performance of the DL-based vertex finder compared with LCFIPlus. See text for explanation of each
category.

4. Summary

A novel vertex finder using DL techniques has been developed. Two networks were designed: a simple
DL architecture with fully-connected layers is used for the selection of the vertex seeds, and an RNN-based
network with a custom cell structure is used to form vertices by associating tracks to vertex seeds. An
attention mechanism in the encoder-decoder structure has been implemented, and resulted in improved network
performance. The performance of our vertex finder has been compared to LCFIPlus, the standard method
used at the ILC, and shows higher e!ciency of the secondary vertex reconstruction at the cost of some increase
of the contamination. We plan to further develop and optimize this algorithm to fully utilize DL techniques
in more comprehensive jet analysis including jet clustering and flavor tagging by expanding the network used
in this vertex finder.
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Appendix A. Usage of data samples

This appendix describes the detailed usage and statistics of data samples which we used in this study.
Table A.5 lists the samples. cc̄#XX shows samples of charm-pair final states and bb̄#XX shows samples of
bottom-pair final states. cc̄#01 and bb̄#01 were used for initial investigation of the characteristics of the
samples to design the networks and also used for making Figure 2. They were not reused for further studies
to avoid any sample-based bias. cc̄-02 to cc̄-05 and bb̄-02 to bb̄-05 were used for training and validation of
two networks. We employed individual samples for training and validation of two networks not to introduce
unexpected correlation of two networks. Figure 3 and 7 were produced with the validation samples of each
network. cc̄-06 and bb̄-06 are the test samples mainly used for investigating performance, including producing
Table 4. Figure 8 was also made with an event from bb̄-06 sample. These samples are independent and the
di"erences between samples are only random seeds of simulation.

the number of events the number of tracks usage

cc̄! 01 70k 1344k initial investigation
cc̄! 02 62k 1197k training of “network for seed finding”
cc̄! 03 15k 299k vaildation of “network for seed finding”
cc̄! 04 31k 598k training of “network for vertex production”
cc̄! 05 8k 150k validation of “network for vertex production”
cc̄! 06 116k 2241k testing both networks including comparison to LCFIPlus

bb̄! 01 63k 1326k initial investigation
bb̄! 02 56k 1184k training of “network for seed finding”
bb̄! 03 14k 296k validation of “network for seed finding”
bb̄! 04 28k 593k training of “network for vertex production”
bb̄! 05 7k 148k vaildation of “network for vertex production”
bb̄! 06 103k 1510k testing both networks including comparison to LCFIPlus

Table A.5: The numbers of events and usages of data samples used in this study.

Appendix B. The hyperparameters of the networks

We show the detailed structures of the networks in Table B.6 and B.7. The shape of output (the second
column) shows the number of nodes in each layer and the “None” means batch size. The previous layers (the
third column) shows which the layer is connected to which layers.

Table B.6 shows the detailed parameters of the “network for seed finding”. “Pair Input”, “Vertex Output”
and “Position Output” in layer names (the first column) are the input features of track pairs, the output
of 7-class classification for vertex seed and the output of vertex distance, respectively. “Dense”, “Batch
Normalization” and “Activation ReLU” mean the fully connected layer, batch normalization and activation
function of ReLU, respectively.

Table B.7 shows the detailed parameters of the “network for vertex production” with Attention Dedicated
LSTM. “Pair Input”, “Encoder Input” and “Decoder Input” in layer names (the first column) are the input
features of track pairs, the input features of all tracks in one events with padding to 60 tracks and those
without padding, respectively. The Pair Input are processed the two layer fully connected layer (“Dense”)
with activation function of ReLU (“Activation ReLU”). They are proceeded separately in three same structure
(“Encoder Forward”/“Encoder Backward”/“Decoder”). Two “Embedding Dense” layers embed from the
features of tracks to embedding vectors. “Bidirectional Encoder Dedicated LSTM” and “Decoder Attention
Dedicated LSTM” are the dedicated recurrent units which are shown in Figure 4, the former is extended to
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bidirectionally and the latter is with attention. For the “network for vertex production” with Simple Standard
LSTM and Simple Dedicated LSTM, we only use the decoder part of Table B.7.

layer names the shape of output the previous layers

Pair Input (None, 44)

Dense 1 (None, 256) Pair Input
Batch Normalization 1 (None, 256) Dense 1
Activation ReLU 1 (None, 256) Batch Normalization 1
Dense 2 (None, 256) Activation ReLU 1
Batch Normalization 2 (None, 256) Dense 2
Activation ReLU 2 (None, 256) Batch Normalization 2
Dense 3 (None, 256) Activation ReLU 2
Batch Normalization 3 (None, 256) Dense 3
Activation ReLU 3 (None, 256) Batch Normalization 3

Vertex Dense (None, 7) Activation ReLU 3
Vertex Output (None, 7) Vertex Dense

Position Output (None, 1) Activation ReLU 3

Table B.6: The detailed structure of the “network for seed finding”

layer name the shape of output the previous layers

Pair Input (None, 44)
Encoder Input (None, 60, 23)
Decoder Input (None, None, 23)

Encoder Forward Dense 1 (None, 256) Pair Input
Encoder Backward Dense 1 (None, 256) Pair Input
Encoder Forward Activation ReLU 1 (None, 256) Encoder Forward Dense 1
Encoder Backward Activation ReLU 1 (None, 256) Encoder Backward Dense 1
Encoder Forward Dense 2 (None, 256) Encoder Forward Activation ReLU 1
Encoder Backward Dense 2 (None, 256) Encoder Backward Activation ReLU 1
Encoder Forward Activation ReLU 2 (None, 256) Encoder Forward Dense 2
Encoder Backward Activation ReLU 2 (None, 256) Encoder Backward Dense 2

Encoder Embedding Dense (None, 60, 256) Encoder Input

Bidirectional Encoder Dedicated LSTM (None, 60, 512) Encoder Embedding Dense
Encoder Forward Activation ReLU 2
Encoder Backward Activation ReLU 2

Reshape Bidirectional Encoder (None, 27136) Bidirectional Encoder Dedicated LSTM

Decoder Dense 1 (None, 256) Pair Input
Decoder Activation ReLU 1 (None, 256) Decoder Forward Dense 1
Decoder Dense 2 (None, 256) Decoder Forward Activation ReLU 1
Decoder Activation ReLU 2 (None, 256) Decoder Forward Dense 2

Decoder Embedding Dense (None, None, 256) Encoder Input

Decoder Attention Dedicated LSTM (None, None, 1) Decoder Embedding Dense
Reshape Bidirectional Encoder
Decoder Activation ReLU 2

Table B.7: The detailed structure of the “network for vertex production”
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